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Abstract- Object Detection with optimized tracker is a complex 

process because it faces many problems such as occlusion, blur 

image, background clutter, fast motion and many obstacles.  

Tracker which is based on Reinforcement learning can solve this 

problem, RODRLM (Real Time Object Detection Deep 

Reinforcement Learning Model) based on reinforcement learning 

can track the object with great improvement of previous tracker. 

Although ADNet has some limitation in optimal action selection, 

and suffer from inefficient tracking .So some improvement is 

supposed to improve ADNet to enhance the tracking accuracy 

and efficiency. Firstly, the multi-domain training is incorporated 

into ADNet to further improve the feature extraction ability of its 

convolution layers. Then, in the reinforcement learning based 

training phase, both the selection criteria for optimal action and 

the reward function are redesigned separately to explore more 

appropriate action and eliminate useless action. an effective 

online adaptive update strategy is proposed to adapt to the 

appearance changes or deformation of the object during actual 

tracking. 

 

Index Terms- Computer Vision, Deep Learning, Reinforcement 

Learning, Visual Tracking.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Present paper gives a concept to detect object real time 

with effective quality and can implement in any device with 

limited resources. As it is known to us, letting the agent possess 

the ability to continuously learn and adapt from limited 

experience in non-stationary environments is an important 

milestone on the path towards general intelligence. supervised 

learning with outstanding outcome in image classification [1]-

[5], image segmentation [6]-[9] and object detection [10]-[13], 

reinforcement learning with excellent strategy-making ability in 

an unstable environment [14]-[17], and meta-learning that can 

quickly adapt to a new task with a small amount of samples [18]-

[22]. with the development of machine learning, numerous 

learning networks have been widely used in visual tracking field 

[23]-[26]. In 2017, for the first time,Yun et al.[24] proposed a 

novel tracker controlled by the designed action-decision network 

(ADNet), which is radically different from the existing trackers. 

In this algorithm, the tracker is defined as an agent of which goal 

is to capture the object with a bounding box. First, ADNet is 

trained separately by using supervised learning and 

reinforcement learning, and then the agent is able to decide 

sequential action until finding the location of the object in each 

video frame. Compared with existing trackers based on deep 

networks, ADNet has achieved better results in tracking accuracy 

and efficiency. 

However, there are some following deficiencies in 

ADNet.There are insufficient tracking training sequences to fine-

tune the network for specific tasks through pre-trained or transfer 

learning, like large-scale classied networks such as ImageNet 

[27], ResNet [1], and VGGNet [2]. 

The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as 

follows. (1) The reinforcement learning based training method is 

improved by redesigning the decision criteria for optimal action 

to explore more appropriate action and redesigning the reward 

function to eliminate useless action. (2) A meta-learning based 

online adaptive update scheme for model parameters is proposed 

to adapt to the appearance changes or deformation of the object 

in the actual tracking. (3) The multi-domain training is 

incorporated into the ADNet model to further enhance the ability 

to learn the generic representation of different objects.  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

The recent object detection algorithms that apply deep learning 

methods to overcome the problem, each method has used deep 

learning in a different way to enhance effectiveness and 

efficiency. As the methods evolve, they move closer to the idea 

of end to- end learning. 

A. VISUAL OBJECT TRACKING 

Visual object tracking can be generally divided into two 

categories, including a generative-based approach and a 

discriminant-based approach .Among them, the generative based 

approach usually extracts the features and learns them to 

generate a model representing the appearance of the object, and 

then the region that best matches the model is considered as the 

object in the image. While the discriminant- based approach, 

from a mathematical point of view, poses the tracking problem as 

a binary classification problem, and its task is to distinguish the 

object from the surrounding background. 

Convolutional neural network (CNN) has been proven with 

outstanding performance in a wide range of computer vision 

applications [2]-[7]. Despite this, the early CNN application [33] 

in tracking suffered from  the data deficiency problem for 

training its network. To solve the data insufficiency, the transfer 

methods [9], [34] were proposed by using the pre-trained 

classification dataset (such as Image Net [27]). However, these 

methods still have limitations due to the gap between image 

classification and object tracking. The 
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recently proposed methods [23], [35] tried to defeat this gap by 

training the networks with a large number of tracking training 

datasets [36]. Tao et al. [35] designed a Siamese deep neural 

network to learn a matching function, which is used to pursue the 

most similar candidates in a new frame through using only the 

original observation of the object from the rst frame. Cui et al. 

[37] proposed a Recurrently Target-attending Tracker (RTT) by 

using multi-directional recurrent neural network to identify and 

exploit reliable patches that facilitate the entire tracking process. 

B. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

Reinforcement learning, as a common method of training 

agents, is able to accomplish many complex tasks. For 

reinforcement learning, the strategy-making ability of the agent 

is trained by maximizing the reward function. In recent years, the 

development trend of reinforcement learning is to combine the 

perception ability of deep learning with the strategy-making 

ability of reinforcement learning. Since the combined learning 

algorithm of reinforcement learning and deep learning has been 

proposed, it has successfully solved many complex problems in 

challenging tasks that need to perceive high-dimensional raw 

input data and strategy determine, such as [16], [24]. 

C. META-LEARNING 

Meta-learning is the product of the successful development of 

deep learning, which enables the model to learn from previous 

experience and quickly adapt to new tasks [18], [19], [25]. A 

variety of meta-learning based methods are available, such as 

memory-based meta-learning method [20], which establishes a 

connection between the label and the input so that subsequent 

inputs can obtain relevant data through external memory and 

perform comparison to achieve better prediction. Adam et al. 

[20] developed a model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) 

algorithm, in which meta-learning is used to train the parameters 

of the model on various learning tasks with only a small amount 

of training data from the current task, and then MAML is able to 

effectively solve new learning tasks. Finn et al. [21] re-derived 

MAML for multi-task reinforcement learning from a 

probabilistic perspective and extended it to dynamically 

changing tasks, which enables the trained agent to continue to 

learn in nonstationary environments and optimize its own 

strategy. Park and Berg [25] improved state-of-the-art on-line 

trackers based on deep network and utilized the meta-learning-

based method to adjust deep network for tracking using offline 

training, so that the network can quickly be adapted to a specific 

object in future frames. 

III.  PROPOSED TRACKER  

Proposed tracker is developed to increase tracking 

accuracy and efficiency. The multi-domain training is soul of 

algorithm which makes the combination of training effective for 

proposed work. Selection criteria for optimal action and the 

reward function are redesigned separately to explore more 

appropriate action and eliminate useless action. an effective 

online adaptive update strategy is proposed to adapt to the 

appearance changes or deformation of the object during actual 

tracking. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 

tracker has advantages over ADNet and other techniques in terms 

of accuracy and efficiency. 

A.  RODRLM (real time object detection deep 

reinforcement learning model)  

The proposed model avoids the robustness and difficulties 

of ADNet model by   improving the convolution layer features 

map. firstly video is divided into multiple frames ,these frames 

are the input frame ,each frame is the combination of multiple 

patches .now each frames goes to the convolution layers 

,convolution layer have been used for extract the feature of frame 

,enhance edge .this layer Convolution layers receive as input an 

image I(m-1) (with Lm channels) and compute as output a new 

image I(m) . The output of each step is known as feature Map 

.Depending upon the feature extraction tracker take the action 

.Overall Model is divided into three parts. 

 

 
RODRLM 

To improve the robustness and real-time performance of 

the tracker, research has been improved from three aspects. 

Firstly, the use of multi-domain training instead of supervised 

learning based training enables the tracker to learn the shared 

representation of different objects in the various training 

sequences, which allows the model to possess the ability to make 

single-step action decision. Secondly, the policy gradient based 

reinforcement learning is improved so that the tracker can 

capture the object by selecting more appropriate action and 

eliminating the useless action. Thirdly, the meta-learning based 

online adaptive update scheme is proposed to pursue the optimal 

parameters for the network so that the tracker can quickly adapt 

to new tracking tasks. 

B. Network structure 

The architecture of the multi-domain training network, 

which is used to predict a single-step action for object tracking, is 

shown in Fig. 2. It receives 112 х 112 three-channel patches as 

the input, and has six hidden layers, including three 

convolutional layers (conv1-3) and two fully connected layers 

(fc4-5). Among them, the last fully connected layer (fc5) predicts 

the probability corresponding to 11 kinds of action (As shown in 

Fig. 3, these action can be divided into three categories: 

translation, scale change, and stop, where, the translation moves 

consist of four directional moves, {left, right, up, down}, and 

also include their two times larger moves; the scale changes are 

defined {scale up, scale down} [24]). Moreover, all the 
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convolutional layers (conv1-3) and the two fully connected 

layers (fc4-5) form the shared layers, and the fully connected 

layer (fc5) consists of k branches of domain-specific layers. 

 

 
Action space 

 

IV. TRAINING   

The training samples are first generated according to the 

image and the ground truth of each frame in training datasets, 

which is similar to the supervised learning based training process 

of the ADNet [24]. Since the training datasets provide video 

frames f and the ground truth gt , Gaussian noise is randomly 

added to the ground truth to produce a series of ``boxes'' b i that 

deviate from the ground truth, and then the image patches pi 

cropped with the ``box'' bi  are used as training patches in a 

frame image f, 

               pi=  c(bi,f) ,                      ( 1) 

where, C (.) represents the function which crops the patch p i 

from the frame f with the ``box'' b i and resizes pi  to match the 

input size of the network; the ground truth is gt denote the 

optimal center location, and  ŵ and  ĥ denote the width and 

height of the optimal tracking bounding box, 

ŷi = arg  max
α

IOU(f(bi, a), gt),       (2)                                                    

where , f (bi,, a)  denotes the moved patch from "box" bi by the 

action a and IOU(f(bi, a), gt) 
represents overlap rate of the "box" location and the ground truth 

gt  of the object with intersection-over -union criterion after the 

action a moving.  

This completes the entire process required for widespread of 

research work on open front. Generally all International Journals 

are governed by an Intellectual body and they select the most 

suitable paper for publishing after a thorough analysis of 

submitted paper. Selected paper get published (online and 

printed) in their periodicals and get indexed by number of 

sources. 

The problem settings for the reinforcement learning in 

the visual tracking are as follows: State. The state s  is the patch 

obtained by cropping the image ƒ with the current tracking 

bounding box, which is defined as (1). Action{ 𝔞1,……..,𝔞11}, as 

shown in Fig. 3. Reward. The reward function we designed is 

different from the one in ADNet. In the original ADNet, the 

frames {{f1, … . . , fn} contained in a certain piece of the training 

sequence are used to calculate the reward according to the 

tracking result of the first frame f1 and the last frame fn, and the 

calculated reward is treated as the reward for each action of each 

frame {f1,…… fn},Although this is a relatively easy way, there are 

some problems. 

To deal with the issues raised here , we allocate a reward to each 

frame of the training sequence, and the designed reward function 

is assigned by, 

r =

{
 

 
λ[IOU(f(b′, a′), gt) − IOU(f(b, a), gt)],

if a′ ≠ stop

+1   ,    if a′ = stop  and IOU (f(b, a), gt) > 0. 7  

   −1  ,      if a′ = stop  and IOU (f(b, a), gt) < 0. 7    

(3) 

 

where,a' and b'  represent the action and the bounding box of the 

next moment, respectively. λ  ε 2 [1; 10] denotes a constant. 

 

Considering that there are many action dimensions and a large 

searching space in the problem settings of the reinforcement 

learning based training, the policy gradient algorithm [28] is 

employed to train the model. For a training sequence, 200 

consecutive frames are randomly selected, and then the ground 

truth gt of the first frame is used as the initial ``box'' bi and the 

image is cropped with the ``box'' to obtain the patches as the 

initial state S . Finally, take S as the input of the network to 

calculate the conditional probability of 11 action. 

The training process of exploring more appropriate action is as 

follows 

 Step 1, the ``box'' is shifted or scaled to obtain a new ``box'' and 

a new ``patch'' according to the selected action, as illustrated in 

Fig. 4 

Step 2, the new ``box'' and the new ``patch'' are used as the input 

to the network to decide the next appropriate action until the stop 

action is selected or the number of action reaches a certain 

threshold. 

Step 3, end the current frame and calculate its reward, and then 

proceed to the next frame. 

Repeat the above steps until all frames are over. Then, calculate 

the gradient and update the network parameters, 

wrl⟵ wrl + ∑ ∑ ∇rl
T
l

L
l log p(at, |st, l;Wrl) ∗ rt, l,            (6) 

V. Result and Analysis 

The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated 

based on the challenging online object tracking benchmark 

(OTB) [41] in the experiment.VOT2013 [42],VOT2014 [43], 

VOT2015 [44] datasets were selected as training samples, and 

VOT-100 dataset [41] with 100 video sequences (includingOTB-

50) was selected as the test samples. 

Comparison of evaluation indicators of different trackers 

To further validate the effectiveness of our tracker, 9 stateof- the-

art trackers, including ADNet [24], CCOT [32], MDNet [23], 

MCPF [34], ECO-HC [45], DCFNet [26], MEEM [31], DSST 

[46] and KCF [30], are selected to compare with our tracker. 

Table 1 show the precision and success performance based on 

center location error and overlap ratio, respectively. 

 Precision describes as accuracy of measurement and 

intersection of union tells how much object actually detected in 

particular action. Calculation of both gives the accuracy of object 

detection .following table compares proposed technique with 

other existing research and gives the results and with these 

results we can say that proposed research leads object detection 

in smarter way.  
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As table shows proposed tracking model works well 

comparative to others. Another important factor fps that is frame 

per seconds plays better role for defining the efficiency of model 

.following table shows comparison with other technique 

 

above two results shows that proposed technique is more  

promising than other. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper ,limitation of existing models is overcome 

through the multi-domain training ,improve the criteria of the 

most favorable action selection and three convolution network 

layer ,with increase patches and reinforcement learning based 

training and utilizing meta -learning for the parameters of the 

network during object tracking to improve the efficiency .For 

video 128 training patches and 8 frames are randomly selected 

for each patch size of frame .Proposed  tracker consist  fewer 

layers  in network and its computational complexity is lower as 

compared to existing deep networks for tracking. According to 

the experimental results, the speed of the proposed tracker 

improves 4.2 frames per second, which is 38.5 % faster than the 

original ADNet. Proposed tracker is compared with many 

existing network tracker, and we found much better result as 

previous tracker in precision and success rate. 
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